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EDITOR’S

NOTE

D

ear Readers,

Beautiful spring has arrived and our soul is apt to revive, filling our hearts with the
strongest form of magic but POLITICALLY, the world is in ever greater fragmentation
but this spring, we set out to make a statement about what to do about it. We at
SYNC thought about nonconformity, power, and how women express themselves in
opposition to dominant ideas about femininity. Hence, spring issue is devoted to the
power of Women, power of Gender Equality and Power to make a positive impact on
the community by contributing to Diversity and Inclusion.
SYNCMAG is proud to work as media partner with organizations which work towards
promoting Diversity and Inclusion which include SAWAC’s recent celebration of
International Women’s Day and CPACT’s launch events in Pakistan and Toronto
respectively, Sync is proud to present the highlights of these events.

SAWAC hosted a successful International Women’s Day event, attended by an array of political personalities, influential
leaders and inspirational women. CPACT conducted revolutionary launches in Pakistan and Toronto, well attended with
prominent appearances.Mr Zahid Ahmed who represents the entertainment fraternity of Pakistan officially became the
spokesperson of CPACT.
The thrilling moments of the Shaadi Show 2018 are also part of this issue, which hopefully our readers will love to checkout.
Sync also brings the artistry of Kiran Shah, “Naqsh by Kiran”, which presents her ideology of representation.
Not to forget, Ramadan, indeed a very special month is just across the corner. We bring you wonderful ideas on how you can
transform your home to visualize and spiritualize Ramadan’s presence.
Sync is all about People. So we hope you find this issue interesting and spread happiness all around.
Ramadan Mubarak to our followers!
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H. E. Perry Calderwood with Mr. Hayee Bokhari (Founder), Ms. Sadia Sajid (VP Development), Mr. Ali Malik (President Pakistan Chapter) and
Mr.Zahid Ahmad (OFFICIAL SPOKESPERSON FOR CPACT) and Founding Members

CPACT Pakistan Launch Islamabad
Fostering A Thriving Business Community Through Advocacy And Connections

P

akistan’s chapter of CPACT
(Canada Pakistan Affiliated
Chamber of Trade) was formally
launched in the presence of His
Excellency, Perry Calderwood, Canadian
High Commissioner, at a function hosted by
Mr. Ali Malik (President CPACT Pakistan)
in Islamabad on April 10th, 2018. The
function was attended by Senator Sitara
Ayaz, MNA Sajida Zulfikar, MPA Malik
Ali Khokhar, Hayee Bokhari (Founder
CPACT) and Ms. Sadia Sajid (Founder
SAWAC). Prominent TV, movie and stage
actor, Mr. Zahid Ahmed also attended the
event and was presented as the official
spokesperson of CPACT.
Mr. Ali Malik (President Pakistan Chapter)
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Mr.Hayee Bokhari; H. E. Perry Calderwood Canadian High Commissioner and Zahid Ahmad

CPACT is an endeavor by likeminded professionals to promote,
study, extend, advance and protect
business relations, investments and
interests of the Business Fraternity
and to become the trusted voice,
primary point of contact and
preferred networking forum for
executives doing business between
Pakistan and Canada and to protect
Pakistani and Canadian Values in
social and Business platforms.

and voiced his expectation for
a progressive collaboration with
business and government to
promote trade.
Mr. Zahid Ahmad spoke at length
about how the media forums were
changing in the age of Netflix and
Video on Demand and therefore
enhanced cultural collaboration is
vital at this stage.

Mr. Ali Malik mentioned that with
While speaking at the event, H.E. the launch of the China Pakistan
Calderwood said that “Pakistan has Economic Corridor, this was the
very talented professionals and a perfect time for CPACT to launch and
lucrative business environment, hopefully provide trade opportunities
which is mutually beneficial for both to the vibrant business communities
countries.” He added that he looked of the two countries.
forward to the support that CPACT
will provide in helping to promote In the coming days, CPACT will
businesses and the well-being of focus its efforts to growing economic
both countries through multiple and business relations between
networking platforms and people to Canada and Pakistan to promote
people contact.
business development which is
mutually beneficial, cross-culturally
Mr. Hayee Bokhari mentioned diverse and growth-driven and
the need for strengthening the strives to help others rise so that we
relationship between the Canadian as a community may outshine even
and Pakistani business communities the stars.

Prominent TV, Movie and stage actor, Mr. Zahid
Ahmed shedding light on enhanced cultural
collaboration between the wo countries

www.syncmag.ca | Mar - Apr 2018
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H. E. Perry Calderwood with Mr. Hayee Bokhari (Founder), Mr. Ali Malik (President Pakistan Chapter) with Founding Members

Mr. Hayee Bokhari mentioned the need for
strengthening the relationship between the Canadian
and Pakistani business communities and voiced
his expectation for a progressive collaboration with
business and government to promote trade.

Mr. Hayee Bokhari (Founder), Ms. Sadia Sajid (VP Development), Mr.
Ali Malik (President Pakistan Chapter) and Founding members

Sadia Sajid (VP CPACT)

Mr. Ali Malik (President CPACT Pakistan)

L-R: MNA Sajida Zulfiqar, Mr.Khalid Malik,
Mr.Mansoor Sajid

Mr. Ali Malik (President CPACT Pakistan)
with Founding Member
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Mr. Ali Malik (President CPACT Pakistan)
with Founding Member

Mr. Ali Malik (President CPACT Pakistan), Sadia Sajid (VP
CPACT) and Founding Member

Mr. Ali Malik (President CPACT Pakistan)
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While speaking at the event, H.E. Calderwood said that “Pakistan
has very talented professionals and a lucrative business
environment, which is mutually beneficial for both countries.”
He added that he looked forward to the support that CPACT will
provide in helping to promote businesses and the well-being of
both countries through multiple networking platforms and people
to people contact.
H. E. Perry Calderwood Canadian High Commissioner

H. E. Perry Calderwood With Member

In conversation with H. E. Perry Calderwood Canadian
High Commissioner

In conversation with H. E. Perry Calderwood
Canadian High Commissioner

H. E. Perry Calderwood With Member

H. E. Perry Calderwood With Member

H. E. Perry Calderwood, Mr Hayee Bokahri, Ms Sadia Sajid,
and Mr Zahid Ahmed

H. E. Perry Calderwood Canadian High Commissioner
With Members

Gohar Ahmad Khan

H. E. Perry Calderwood, Ms Sadia Sajid
with founding members
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H. E. Perry Calderwood , Mr Hayee Bokhari and Mr Zahid
Ahmed With Members

H. E. Perry Calderwood , Mr Hayee Bokhari and Mr Ali Malik

Mr Hayee Bokhari and Ms Saida Sajid
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art & beyond
from artist to artist - market, promote and succeed

Kiran Shah

Kiran Salim Shah is a UAE based Pakistani artist who creates art transcending time and
space. Using acrylics and oil paints as her medium of choice, she depicts the streets of
Pakistan with a rawness that captures the ethnicity and essence of her homeland while
conveying the simplicity of the roots. She aims to translate these memories into a visual
experience, giving each viewer a little taste of her homeland.
Shah’s preference of genre is not confined to one area. From calligraphy to still life and
landscapes to streetscapes, her ultimate goal is to share with her audience the idea of joy
in the ordinary. Her choice of palette usually sides on the somber tones, deep hues laying
the foundations, while her signature bright strokes breathe life into the painting.

Shah holds a Bachelors Degree in Fine Art, and has been a practicing artist for over 15
years. She has been creating unique pieces of commissioned artwork for clients across the UAE, Pakistan and North America.
Her work was recently exhibited in Sinyar Gallery at the Dubai Design District, and she is currently working in collaboration with
Noon Art Gallery.
She lives in the UAE with her family and enjoys reading, writing and photography in her spare time.

Title: Shadi card aur Jhanda
(Of Wedding cards and Flag)
This artwork illustrates the daily humdrum of a busy commercial
Karachi street by lane which sees people on their way to their
shops preparing for the day ahead. The loud red sign board
announcing the happy discounts on wedding cards, ignored by
mundane. So is the green flag with its happy stories of the past.

Facebook: Naqsh by Kiran
Instagram: naqsh_by_kiran
www.syncmag.ca | Mar - Apr 2018
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Title: The Eye
The arch serves as the mighty eye to the city
introducing the viewer to the colorful array of
buildings vying for space. Purposely deprived
of well defined faces, each character tells a
different story nevertheless. So do the walls
and the paintings on them alongside the
uncanny play of light

Title: Lahori Thand aur
Anarkali (Winters of Lahore
and Anarkali)
A cold, rainy morning in Lahore’s Anarkali
bazaar. Traders, customers and passersby
occupy the rain strewn streets sheltering
themselves from the onset of rain while
protecting their goods with plastic and jute.
The contrasting bright hues bring out the dark
weather and the details of a lone ladder in the
shadows.

Title: The Blue and the Burqa
This painting is a vibrant study in contrasts,
depicting a bustling jewelry market in the
heart of Rawalpindi, Pakistan. The rough,
almost blurry treatment of the human form,
when juxtaposed with the clarity used for
the text, conveys the fast pace of the busy
marketplace as vendors and customers go
about their everyday business

Title: Ode to a Rickshaw
Amongst its mundane surroundings, ignored
by most the rickshaw stands! A play on its
exaggerated shadow signifies that a rickshaw
is anything but what its stature defines. Small
and functional it is a need of every rural and
commercial area of Pakistan.

www.syncmag.ca | Mar - Apr 2018
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SAWAC Board of Directors
L-R : Samantha Fernandez (VP Development) ; Kamila Morad (Secretary); Nahid Aziz (Treasurer); Saima Zaheer
(VP); Sadia Sajid Founder Co-Chair; Humera Khan Founder Chair; Amita Khanna (President)

SAWAC International Women’s
Day Event 2018
SAWAC hosted its first International Women’s Day event.
This memorable empowering women event was held on
March 11th, 2018 on Sunday at Holiday Inn & Suites
Montreal Airport. The event was hosted by the founders of
SAWAC, Sadia Sajid and Humera Khan to promote social
development and empowerment of South Asian Women in
Canada.

ICQ, ICO, CPACT, Hindu Mandir, Gurdwara, Amal Women
Center, Iqra Foundation and Native Women Centre were key
stakeholders representing all the communities at the event.

SAWAC also brought forward a Presentation of Call of
Action called #GoDigitElle, for accelerating “Women’s
Empowerment and Gender Equality” for South Asian
Women in Canada by outlining a program which will
The purpose of this event was to honor, cherish and introduce digital innovations and rapid advances in
recognize the achievements, activism and potential of some communication technologies which was presented by
exceptional and inspiring women who are role models from Samantha Fernandes, VP of Development for SAWAC.
all walks of life and also to unite while bringing together
communities for a common purpose: Diversity in thinking
and equal gender participation.
This event was attended enthusiastically by professional,
business groups, community’s key stake holders and
motivational women who inspired us through their different
www.syncmag.ca
| Mar
- Apr 2018
roles
and achievements
in life.
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This initiative will provide opportunities for isolated house wives,
under privileged women and women of all ages. especially senior
members in realizing economic potential for a better tomorrow.
A plea of assistance was put forward and everyone in the crowd
was asked to share a selfie on #GoDigitElle.

The award ceremony commenced with the respective VIPs
giving their commendable words of wisdom and appreciation for
SAWAC’s endeavors for gender parity.

This event was attended by Federal MP’s, Mayors, MNA’s,
City Councilors. Among distinguished guests were Mr.Francis
The launch ceremony was inaugurated by Vicki Saunders Founder Scarpaleggia MP from Lac-Saint Loius and chair of Liberal
of SheEO and #radical generosity along with key stake holders caucus, Mr.Anthony Housefather- MP for Mont Royal, Mr. Alex
of the community as well as Political consortium. In this historic Bouttashe, Mayor of DDO, Mr.Jim Beis – Mayor of Pierrefonds
united event, all invitees were offered One year complimentary Roxboro, Ms.Mary Deros, city councilor of Parc Extension and
membership.
also Vicki Saunders who is World’s Economic Forum’s one
hundred most influential leaders.

SAWAC EVENT HIGHLIGHTS

www.syncmag.ca | Mar - Apr 2018
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CPACT TORONTO

CPACT (Canada Pakistan Affiliated Chamber of Trade) Toronto Chapter was formally launched on April
21st, 2018 at Woodbine Banquet Hall TORONTO in the presence of City Councilor, Deputy Council
General of Pakistan in Toronto, and Some Permanent Local Political figures.
The function to celebrate the Inaugural session of CPACT Toronto was attended by a diverse crowd
including the business fraternity, professionals and dignitaries, host of the event Co-Chair Nasir Malik
(Founder / Chairman of PSC - Pak Services Community) Hayee Bokhari (Founder CPACT) and Ms.
Sadia Sajid (Founder SAWAC).
While speaking at the event, Mississauga councilor Mr. Ron Starr addressed and appreciated the
gathering of CPACT Ontario. He was happy to see the women involvement in CPACT. Him being an
entrepreneur as well, he expressed great confidence in the organization and the team leading it.
CPACT Founder Mr. Hayee Bokhari presented the vision and overview of CPACT Canada Pakistan
Affiliated Chamber of Trade. He gave a quick overview of the recent events of CPACT opening in
Quebec, and Pakistan. He appreciated the ongoing support from Canadian and Pakistani Government
Officials to CPACT helping it achieve its objectives.
Deputy Council General of Pakistani Consulate General Toronto Mr. Wajid Hassan Hashmi appreciated
the Commerce and Trade aspect of the organization. He also advised the gathering to utilize this
platform to bring both countries together at all levels. He offered the support of the Consulate General
to develop further links between Canadian and Pakistani Businesspersons.

www.syncmag.ca | Mar - Apr 2018
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CPACT Chairman Mr. Zaheer khan’s message was relayed
to the gathering by Vice President Development Ms. Sadia
Sajid , reiterating that in order to make CPACT a trusted
voice and main point of contact, we seek commitment
from all business domains and regions. CPACT is formed
to fill the VOID of a business & professional consortium, in
particular to assist the young generation who will become
the pioneers of the future and to fully develop the potential
of Canadians of Pakistani Origin (CPO).

Board of Directors, Advisors of CPACT and Honorable
Guests were awarded with mementos by City Councilor Mr.
Ron Starr and CPACT Founder Mr. Hayee Bokhari.

CPACT Secretary Mr. Mansha Rashid said while winding
up the inauguration session “The experience of all of us
combined together can be beneficial if we put it on this
platform. We can accrue the best of results by becoming
one voice and stay united.” He highlighted the need of being
straightforward and dynamic at the same time. He thanked
CPACT Co-Chair Col. Nasir Hussain Malik highlighted the all the members and honorable guests while winding up the
outlook and goals of CPACT Ontario. He provided the salient inauguration of CPACT Ontario.
of general working By-Laws of CPACT. These By-Laws
are to be followed in true letter and spirit throughout the Following the ceremony there was lunch for the participants,
Globe. He assured his commitment to maintain CPACT as which allowed the founding members to interact and discuss
a Business Association and will not let it degenerate into a ideas of interest. Meanwhile musical performances were
taking place which added flavor to the even by enjoying Mr.
Social Forum.
Tanvir Badr,s melodious voice.
CPACT President Mr. Rashid Jabbar welcomed guests and
emphasized the need of such a platform for Businesspersons Electronic and Print Media was present for the coverage
to promote their business in Canada and around the globe. of the inauguration session of CPACT Ontario. Television
He also highlighted the improvements needed in the import channel Toronto TV 360 conducted the interview of
and export industries between Canada and Pakistan and prominent figures.
relayed his thoughts and ideas related to the association,
delivering the basic orientation and mission behind CPACT.

www.syncmag.ca | Mar - Apr 2018
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Mohabbat Nama by HSY
Red Carpets & Ramp Images
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MONTREAL
SHAADI SHOW 6

Celebrate Love

M

ontreal’s Premier South Asian wedding
show returned for its 6th edition with a
blasting presentation and ever-pleasing
performances on 1st April, 2018. The show itself
was fun filled with various dances, proposals and
cherishing fashion strides. The show consisted
of over 75 vendors that catered to all the product
supplier categories and was held at Magnificent
PLAZA VOLARE Banquet Hall at the Crowne Plaza
Montreal Airport Hotel. The attendees enjoyed
the event and cherished wonderful moments
from 12:00 to 8:00 pm.
www.syncmag.ca | Mar - Apr 2018

The show seemed to have beautiful variety of
South Asian wedding attires and showcased
eye-catching fashion displays. Moreover,
romantic yet emotional proposals made the
evening more memorable with the high moments
of entire show. Energetic and thrilled dances
created a louder and joyful atmosphere making
the show more gratifying. Shadi Show always
manages to amuse the audiences in a relishing
manner and is a great way to enjoy your day
throughout especially if you are fond of south
Asian weddings.
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Cooling Hydrating Water Bottle

YOUR

TRAVELLING
BAG NECESSITIES
Laptop

Pencil/Medicines pouch

Mints/Gum (For mouth freshening)

Notebook / Reading Material

www.syncmag.ca | Mar - Apr 2018

Ear
plugs
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What’s In Your Travel Bag?
Going out on a vacation or travelling for any work, preparing a
travelling bag is not always fun but a time to think what else we
should bring with us! But we got your back this time by sorting
out some travelling bag necessities you couldn’t have thought
so easily. Check out these!

Sanitary Lotion / Sanitizer

Snacks

Power
Bank
Cleansing Wipes

Mini
Wallet

Makeup/ Essential
Toiletries Bag
Shades
www.syncmag.ca | Mar - Apr 2018
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HOME

RAMADAN 2018

BRING THE ESSENCE OF HOLY MONTH TO YOUR HOUSE

R

be welcomed as an honored guest and visitor in our livesnot just to come and go once but making it a beloved
part of the family. That should entail organizing, cleaning,
decorating, and putting our best foot forward, internally
and externally. Filling your house with pretty little
decorations and changes, your entire family will actually
feel the presence of Ramadan and it becomes easier to
make changes to our spiritual and physical lifestyle for
welcoming the most blessed month and intend to make
those positive changes permanent parts of our personality
As this special holy month is reaching near, we should make for the rest of our lives!
ourselves ready for feeling its worth and revolutionize our
houses into the Ramadan mode as well. For that you need We have put out some great ideas with which you can
to do pretty small changes which may count and make too renovate your houses with easy small changes. Have
your house look all done for Ramadan. This month should a look!
amadan is a special month in life of a Muslim
and shouldn’t be taken lightly as its importance
is magnificent for God and his people. Each day
during the month of Ramadan, Muslims around
the world observe the sacred month by fasting during day
light hours from dawn to sunset, increasing our awareness
of His Majesty, exalting and glorifying His names and
attributes, appreciating His greatness, recalling His
blessings upon us.

www.syncmag.ca | Mar - Apr 2018
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PARTY CITY DÉCOR
How beautiful is this party city décor idea! You can decorate your kitchen
table or main table with these minor party city décor items.

TABLE RUNNERS
How about embroidered or self-designed Ramadan theme table runners?
You can change the theme and colors related to Ramadan (like green or
blue) and bring happy Ramadan vibes easily!

CUTE KITCHEN TOWELS

Look at how cute these kitchen towels are. You can buy them specifically
which may represent Ramadan anyway.

RAMADAN BAR
This is very cool. You can decorate a table representing it as a Ramadan bar.
It can be draped with themed cloth with little beautiful items on the top
such as Dua boards which will also help read you Dua every day.Since it’s
so hot outside, you can make hot chocolate floats with ice cream this year!
That mean you need to get bigger mugs to hold all the frothy goodness. You
can add decals to those awesome HomeGood mugs! Also, the dua on letter
board is so heartfelt.

ORGANIZED AND CLEANED PANTRY
Well this is a must before the month hits us. Organization of all the storages
and cleaning is very essential to feel better and make God happy too!

RAMADAN TREAT CALENDAR
What about the Ramadan treat calendar this year! You can fill it with candies,
yogurtland gift cards, and money in star pouches for donation at the masjid!
The baskets on the stairs are reused from their Ramadan baskets - instead of
going up and down the stairs 10 times a day, one basket is dedicated to each
room and you can just add things in the correct basket that needs to go up
all day. At night, your kids take a basket and put the things away and bring
the baskets back. It’s all about shared labor!

SONF JARS
You definitely needed this massive jar of sonf - because we all eat it like
birdseed! Here is one of the stars laid out and ready for your kids to find! It
holds clues to their Ramadan basket as part of their

EID LETTERS
You can display creative eid letters on the side tables which can be handmade too. This is a brilliant idea! The baskets below can be the Ramadan
baskets for kids. It will hold: a new thaube, kufi, water bottle, sandals, art
supplies, their Ramadan journal and led lights for their scooters. You can
create an easy wreath together too! It is simply two circle foam pieces cut in
half and hot glued together to create this quatrefoil shape. Strips of leftover
felt from our staircase swag garland hot glued all around to cover the foam
peeking through! This all is easy yet looks pretty in itself!

www.syncmag.ca | Mar - Apr 2018
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9 Tips To Turn Your Tiny Balcony Into A Lush Garden
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A Do’s And Don’ts Guide For Green Thumbs
With Small Spaces!
If you’re like thousands of high-rise dwellers, the
only outdoor space you have is a tiny balcony.
But just because the square footage you have to
work with is small, it doesn’t mean you can’t do
big beautiful green things with it. Creating a lush
balcony garden just requires a little planning and
making decisions based on the specific factors
you have to contend with when it comes to your
own petite garden in the sky. In fact, this is a
great time to be a small space gardener. There
are more products and possibilities for urban
and small-space dwellers than ever before, Here
are some pointers to help get you started.
Do Start By Planning Out How To Use Your
Balcony Space
Consider where your table, chairs and BBQ
will be, and what space you want to fill with
your garden. If you plan to spend time on your
balcony, you want it to be not too crowded (think
about whether you plan to have guests over
on the balcony, too) so you can move around
comfortably. If you don’t entertain often, and are
inspired to make it a lush jungle you can take
in from inside your apartment, go ahead and
allocate more space to plants than empty space.
Don’t Invest In A Ton Of Small Containers
You may find yourself gravitating towards a pile
of small containers since your balcony is only
five by 10 feet or so, but go bigger. It’s better
for your plants (and you!) if you size up. We
recommend going for the largest containers your
balcony can hold. Why? Your plants’ roots will
have more space to develop and you can fit in
more plants without cramming them together—
both of which makes for healthier plants. There
are loads of container choices available such
as a slate planter for a modern look or a raised
planter box if you’re looking for a more summer
cottage look.
Do Plan For A Garden You Can Enjoy Beyond
The Summer Season.
Why limit your green-thumb work to just the
warm months? When choosing your plants,
select an assortment of plants for four-season
appeal. Mix in both annuals and perennials; add
in an evergreen or two so that you have greenery
to enjoy from your window during the winter

month, which is a great idea if you’re keeping
your containers on the balcony year-round,
given the typically limited storage space that
comes with high-rise living.
Do Grow Vertically
This is the single biggest way to maximize a small
space. We recommend cover fences, walls,
screens, pergolas and trellises with climbing
vines, but also looks to hanging baskets, wallor-railing-mounted containers, and even green
wall panels, too. Some of our personal favourite
vertical-space maximizing products are Woolly
Pockets and Vine Spine trellises.
Don’t Forget To Consider The Light And Wind
Your Balcony Is Exposed To Before Going To
The Garden Centre
Select heavy enough containers that will not blow
over, especially off the balcony, who adds you
should check your condo’s restrictions when it
comes to your balcony. If you’re on the rooftop,
you may be contending with more sun exposure
(or possibly shade from other buildings) and
less protection from the wind. Containers often
have to be watered daily given the elements they
are exposed to. However, larger containers don’t
need to be watered as frequently as smaller
ones--a good thing when the summer heat hits.
When choosing your plants, “full sun” means six
hours or more a day, whereas “part sun” means
four hours or less.
Do Discourage Insects By Mixing Up Your
Edible Plants
While your garden is high from the ground, it
may still attract flying pests (or have insect pests
from when it was at the nursery. Discourage
pests by never planting one bed or container
with just one edible; try to practice companion
planting principles, combining plants that benefit
each other in some way. This helps diversify
your garden and make it more resilient. You
can often combine carrots, lettuce, basil, and
tomatoes, since carrots are slow to germinate,
while lettuce is quick, and then the lettuce is
often ready to harvest by the time carrots really
get growing. And basil is said to make tomatoes
taste better.

Don’t Be Afraid To Mix And Match Shapes And
Textures
For a dynamic grouping, go with a variety
of plants. Think grasses such as echinacea
or cranesbill for movement, while herbs can
provide fragrance and give you a steady supply
of fresh ingredients for your summer cooking,
for example.
Do Mix Your Vegetable Garden With Flowers
This will soften the look of a vegetable garden
and many attract beneficial insects. Tuck them
in wherever there’s space our favourites are
alyssum, agastache, salvia, and nasturtium.

DO PLANT SOME
OF THESE!
Here’s a short list of
plants, by no means
comprehensive, that
would work well on a
balcon.
Veggies: carrots, lettuce,
chillies, tomatoes, kale,
French beans
Herbs: sage, basil,
rosemary, thyme, chives
Plants: sedums,
euonymus, boxwood,
yew
Flowers: hydrangea,
alyssum, agastache,
salvia, nasturtium,
lavender
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SIZZLIN

GET AMAZING S

Fruit Massage
Oh yes! Lots of green
salads will not only
make your skin glow
but keep you healthy
at most and maintain
your skin to the best
level. Green salads
are definitely best for
the body as well as skin
and should be taken in
a certain amount daily to
keep the skin refreshing and
healthy as ever.
www.syncmag.ca | Mar - Apr 2018

Sweat And Natur

Did you know that a swea
naturally radiant and glow
pores will be washed they
you a natural glow. Exerci
and raising your heart rate
skin glow. Because exerci
and oxygen capacity, it im
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A Daily Gentle Cleansing Session
Your skin is your treasure and should be
taken care of daily. Many people don’t
take their skin as a big deal but we have to
cleanse our skin daily to keep the routine dirt
and extra oils away from it and let it breathe.
Women who apply everyday makeup should
take this step seriously as lots of excess
daily can affect your skin even if it’s good.
Cleansing with a good cleansing lotion at
night will generate best results for ravishing
skin all the days.

NG SKIN

SKIN WITH 6 TRICKS
A Sunblock!

These days
suntan is very
easy to occur as
we go out daily
so a sunscreen
is important to be
in your bag and
should be applied
thoroughly to
prevent tanned and
burning upper skin.
This trick will keep your skin secure
from every kind of bad sunburn and
tanned layer.

ral Glow

at can make your skin
wing because when clogged
y produce a shine and give
ising daily is the main trick
e once a day makes your
ise improves your circulation
mproves your complexion.

Hydration And Moisturization
A very important routine you
should hold on to your lives.
Drink more water and keep
moisturizing your skin on daily
basis to keep your skin hydrated
and gorgeous. If possible, use a
moisturizing serum daily at night
and sleep enough to get beauty. Water is also very necessary
for your whole body which gives you naturally clear and glowing
skin so make it a habit.

Lots Of Greens

Oh yes! Lots of green salads will
not only make your skin glow
but keep you healthy at most
and maintain your skin to the
best level. Green salads are
definitely best for the body as well
as skin and should be taken in a
certain amount daily to keep the skin
refreshing and healthy as ever.
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Beneficial Health
Drinks

INGREDIENTS:

1 tablespoon kosher salt
1 tablespoon lime zest
1 cup cold white tequila
1 cup cold pineapple juice
½ cup lime juice, plus 1 lime wedge
¼ cup orange juice
Ice cubes
Pineapple slices for garnish
Lime slices for garnish

Skinny Pineapple
Margarita

PREPARATION:
1. Combine salt and lime zest on a small plate.
2. Combine tequila, pineapple juice, lime juice
and orange juice in a pitcher.
3. Rub the rims of 6 glasses with the lime wedge
and dip in the salt mixture. Fill the glasses
with ice and top with about ½ cup margarita
mixture each. Garnish with pineapple and
lime, if desired.
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INGREDIENTS:
½ cup frozen pineapple chunks
1 tablespoon chia seeds
1-2 teaspoons pure maple syrup or
honey (optional)

Pineapple

Green Smoothie
PREPARATION:
1. Add almond milk and yogurt to a blender,
then add spinach, banana, pineapple, chia
and sweetener (if using); blend until smooth.

INGREDIENTS:

¼ medium red cabbage, sliced1
large cucumber, peeled and cut
into chunks
1 cup fresh blueberries

Blueberry-Cabbage
Power Juice

PREPARATION:
1. Working in this order, process cabbage,
cucumber, blueberries and apple through a juicer
according to the manufacturer’s directions.
2. Fill 2 glasses with ice, if desired, and pour the
juice into the glasses. Serve immediately.
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